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DISCLAIMER 
Financial Advice 

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a
legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not
constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or
that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token,
nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be used in the
formation of a contract or an investment decision.

Compliance with tax obligations 
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any,
taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The Website's owners or authors are
not responsible for determining which taxes apply to transactions.

Investment risks :-                               
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all
investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of
expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or
any other digital asset. 



INTRODUCTION
BAM is the first Social Media to Earn Token, users Can socialize to earn
BAM through a point system.

MAIN OBJECTIVE   
The Crypto industry as a whole has seen a momentous year of growth, heavily
spurred on by the entrance of institutional investors adopting Bitcoin due to its
store of value properties. The 2020 spike Bitcoin experienced was also
accelerated by its global adoption, as the number of global crypto users
reached 300 million in June 2021.
We are going to launch the BAM having a total supply of 6T and we are fully
assured that at the end of the year we will have 50% burned.
As a result of this, the price will be high and holders will get huge profits.
Another way to increase the price, we are going to charge 5% on every
transaction that will all go to the liquidity pool.
Our Project has a plan to invest 20% in physical projects which will provide a
steady income of $BAM. This will create a stable coin with a raising Price
since any income will be provided to the Liquidity bool. This will help every
holder in getting more and more profits.



Token BEP-20                            
BEP-20 is a token standard on Binance Smart Chain that extends ERC-20, the
most common Ethereum token standard. You can think of it as a blueprint for
tokens that defines how they can be spent, who can spend them, and other
rules for their usage. Due to its similarity to Binance Chain’s BEP-2 and
Ethereum’s ERC-20, it’s compatible with both.

BEP-20 was conceived as a technical specification for Binance Smart Chain,
with the goal of providing a flexible format for developers to launch a range
of different tokens. These could represent anything from shares in a business
to dollars stored in a bank vault (i.e., a stablecoin). 

BNB Beacon Chain (previously Binance Chain) -
BNB Chain Governance (Staking, voting).
BNB Smart Chain (BSC) (Previously Binance Smart
Chain) - EVM compatible, consensus layers, and with
hubs to multi-chains.

As of today, Binance Chain and Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) will become BNB Chain. BNB, which stands for
“Build and Build” (formerly called Binance Coin), is the
blockchain gas token that “fuels” transactions on BNB
Chain.
BNB Chain is comprised of:

Why we choose BINANCE                           

https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/token
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/an-introduction-to-erc-20-tokens
https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/bep-2
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/what-are-stablecoins


OUR PARTNERS
HALAFEEK 

HalaFeek social networking platform is the platform that meets the needs of
all global communities and preserves freedom of expression and respect for
other opinions.
The HalaFeek platform provides the opportunity for users from all over the
world to communicate effectively with audio, video, and direct views, and
express the story of their daily life through the daily story that can be shared
with friends.
The HalaFeek platform is a partner of $BAM, which means more interaction
and more points that allow you to purchase services and promote through your
commercial pages through these points, collect your points and share them
with others and allow everyone to exchange your points for cash to be
profitable, meaning your interaction is a new source of income.

 SOLRT INC - Web Hosting  
Whether you are looking for a personal website hosting plan or a business
website hosting plan, Solrt is the perfect solution for you. Our powerful
website hosting services will not only help you achieve your overall website
goals but will also provide you with the confidence you need in knowing that
you are partnered with a reliable and secure website hosting platform.
SOLRT INC will accept payment with $BAM for all their services: Web
Hosting, Domain, etc.

https://solwebhosting.com/
https://solwebhosting.com/


TOKEN SUPPLY

Reserve locked for 6 years
40%

Seed | Private | Pre-sale
22.6%

Marketing & Development
14%

Ecosystem Development
8%

Rewards (Staking)
6%

Foundation Reserve
5.5%

Team vested locked for 3 years
3.9%



Road Map
Q3 

2 0 2 2

Q4 
2 0 2 2

Q1 
2 0 2 3

Concept Incubation

Contract Audit | KYC  Set-up Socials; Organize Mods, Admins,
Promo Team  Concept Explainer (Video Presentations)  Private
Sale  Demo UI  CertiK Audit Onboarding  AMAs and
Influencer Marketing

Q2 
2023

Conceptualization  Whitepaper Drafting  Idea (whitepaper)
protection on blockchain  Front-end Website (Version 1) 
Official Whitepaper released  Technical Documentation for
Marketplace Development  Partnerships 

 Pre-sale/IDO

Launch | Development and
Marketing

Certik Audit  IDO/Presale Launch and AMAs  Pancakeswap
Listing  Coingecko and Coinmarketcap Listing  CEX Listing
Application  Marketplace v.01 development  Influencer
Marketing Ramp-up  Product Focused Marketing  CEX Listing
Follow-up 

Marketplace Launch

Bitrue (CEX) Listing  Protocol Testing before Launch 
Marketplace Launch on Testnet  Wallet Development
Marketplace Launch Cross Chain Integration NFT Launchpad
for Artists/Projects

BAMPay Program Launch

BAMPay Program Launch New dApp DEV Features DEX
development On-chain NFT Liquidity Import development

Q4 
2 0 2 3

BAMPay Program Launch

Q3 
2023

BLaunch of BAMPay NFT LIP integration Listing Application
for Binance, FTX, and OKCoin
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